M32 X 1.5

R100

350MM LONG HOSE

G1/2" (BSP)

AQUABLEND SQX BAS MIX W/100MM HAN 6LPM

DIMENSIONS ARE IN mm's

TOLERANCE EXCEPT WHERE STATED:

- NO DECIMAL POINT: +0.2
- ONE DECIMAL PLACE: +0.1
- TWO DECIMAL PLACES: +0.05
- ANGLES: +1

GENERAL NOTES:

- REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
- ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN mm's

ENWARE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO AMEND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGNS WITHOUT NOTICE.
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TITLE:

AQUABLEND SQX BAS MIX W/100MM HAN 6LPM

MATERIAL:

CHROME PLATED

FINISH:
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